Is 2255

19 big enough?

Generate public keys
on a “strong” elliptic curve
over the field Z (2255 19).
Is that safe?
“Size does matter!”

What marketing says
56-bit crypto: Broken.
128-bit crypto: Okay.
256-bit crypto: High security!
512-bit crypto: Broken.
1024-bit crypto: Shaky.
2255 19 must be, um, 256 bits.
Fantastic!
Best possible security level.
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using 2127 additions on
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Given 240 public keys,
find all secret keys
using 2147 additions on

.

Finding some key is as hard
as finding first key:
2127 additions. Easily prove
by random self-reduction.
See, e.g., Kuhn and Struik, 2001.
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Given public key on
255-bit elliptic curve ,
find secret key
using 2127 additions on
Given 240 public keys,
find all secret keys
using 2147 additions on

Even worse for AES: Attacker
can try much less computation.
Success chance drops linearly.
.

.

Finding some key is as hard
as finding first key:
2127 additions. Easily prove
by random self-reduction.
See, e.g., Kuhn and Struik, 2001.

For elliptic curves, success chance
drops quadratically.
Bottom line: 128-bit AES keys are
not comparable in security
to 255-bit elliptic-curve keys.
Is 2255 19 big enough? Yes.
Is 128-bit AES safe? Unclear.

